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Introduction
Lyndon B Johnson, when signing into existence the Department of Transportation is quoted as saying,

“In large measure, America's history is a history of her transportation." While this still stands true today

with examples like the Mayflower, the Transcontinental Railroad, and the Interstate Highway System, it

can also be said that America’s future is in large measure going to be an output of her transportation.

Transportation and distribution networks are nothing new. At their simplest these networks: local,

regional, national, and International in scope, are the arteries of our economy. They pump goods,

services, and materials to every corner of our nation. Like bodies without blood, economies cannot

operate and grow without functional logistics and the distribution of goods and services. In the absence

of this, economies wither, and nations retract. Mark Twain once said, “History never repeats itself, but it

does often rhyme.” By not only analyzing the positive and negative outcomes of recent economic

influences on American economics and logistics, but also the last few decades of historical patterns

and data, we can start to recognize those rhymes. Throughout this two-part series we will detail the

main disruptions that distribution and transportation networks face and will conclude with actionable

solutions for distributors and transportation providers. In part one, we are going to focus on distribution

while in part two, we will dive into transportation.

As we advance, in both parts we will be focus on the following key disruptors:

• Labor droughts in critical labor pools

• Supply shortages and production lag

• Congestion, complications & capacity constraints



Labor shortages
As we emerge from the depths of Covid-19, our customers face a distinct imbalance in the labor

market. Current demand for labor has heavily outstripped the supply of Labor for logistical roles and

nearly all enterprises engaged in distribution functions are up against what has been labeled the

“Great Attrition”. This exodus, got its name due to many employees departing from their current

roles in large numbers for career changes, stepping down to lesser responsibility-laden roles, or

simply chasing the same job with a higher paying company. This mismatch in the supply & demand

equation has driven wages in the private sector to nearly double vastly increasing labor expenses

for all distributors. Oddly, businesses are seeing many positions remain unfilled despite the increase

in wages. Further exacerbating the issue is the sharp increase in e-commerce volume. During the

pandemic, consumers confined to their homes shifted to purchasing less services and more goods.

These labor issues coupled with the sharp increase in demand for product throughput has stretched

suppliers and distributor at all scales thing and shifted the norm for on-time metrics and service

expectations.

The US Bureau of Labor Statistics released data supporting with numbers what consumers and

distributors have been feeling operationally. Available jobs have rebounded to pre-Covid levels, but

labor force has dropped 4.6 million workers below pre-covid levels further limiting shippers and

distributors capacity.
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Distribution service providers across all segments of the supply chain network are reporting three

major labor disruptions within operations stemming from the reduced labor pool:

• Increased turnover and lack of experience

• Difficulty finding candidates to hire

• Increased absenteeism with those they do hire

Alongside these 3, our market analysis revealed two pieces of further labor insight:

• When experienced workers leave, retained employees often must pick up the slack thus

reducing morale, lowering the collective perception of the job, increasing turnover possibility, and

reducing productivity.

• Increased liability due to inexperienced and often undertraining workers being overworked

resulting in operational mistakes and increased workplace injury instances leading to lower

productivity, increased insurances premiums, and costs associated with workers compensation

payouts.

Labor mismatches have become prominent across the United States
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Supply shortages and production log

Distributors aren’t just hampered by the labor pool but also a dwindling source of supply. Major

delays, cost increases, and lost revenue can be tied to national supply shortages. This issue is dual in

nature: supply availability of imported and domestically sourced raw materials and finished goods, and

a production lag at American factories. Due to Covid-19, many factories shut down, or at least limited

operations, domestically at the direction of federal and state health guidelines. At the same time, the

import of goods from international sources became a nightmare of customs and quarantine delays

coupled with rising costs for customers and record lengths for shipping dwell times at all ports.

Manufacturing in the US swung heavily throughout the Pandemic, with the biggest downward turn

resulting is a -12.70% decrease in domestic output. While it corrected slowly as the pandemic waned,

US domestic manufacturing is not, and has not been for some time, a fully self-sufficient market. Much

of the material used is sourced internationally and for years manufacturers have moved production

overseas. Important supply imports were greatly inhibited by throughput delays at American ports and

a sharp increase in costs associated with containerized shipping. Even in a stable environment this

recipe would be problematic, but when coupled with the sharp increase in consumer demand for e-

commerce, and a production lag years in the making you get a supply and demand curve that moves

in opposite directions. Rather than supply increasing to keep up with demand, supply becomes less

and less available while demand becomes higher and higher.

Today the American market faces unstable supply chains for the following goods in the US:

• Groceries and food

• Semiconductors

• Metals

• Hygiene products
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With peak season for many distributors approaching and geopolitical instability adding additional stress

on our global supply chain, customers and logistical service providers are entering into an environment

wrought with supply chain pressure. Thirty percent of the world’s wheat, 14% of the world’s corn, and

57% of the world’s sunflower seed oil is at risk due to the regional geopolitics of eastern Europe. Many

items high in demand for American consumers that are manufactured overseas will be tied up offshore

and will likely be unavailable in sufficient quantities for a Q4 heavy in consumer demand.

In summary, supply constraints are disrupting life for business and consumers and have begun to set

the table for a new norm due to:

• Sharp increases to import costs and lead times hitting consumers accustomed to fast and efficient

final-mile shipping with long delays.

• Deficits in domestic manufacturing when compared to consumption driving distributors to source

more and more internationally.

• Heavy price inflation and supply scares leading buyers and distributors to panic buy and carry

more inventory than normal further clogging ports, rails, and highways with the increased

throughput.

Congestion, complications, and capacity constraints
Congestion and capacity constraints are like labor and supply shortages in what they disrupt. Ports,

railyards, and their truckers all feel the sting of the current environment. In studies comparing pre- and

post-covid Dwell times, West Coast ports have nearly doubled their dwell times to 100 hours a ship on

average, while dwell times on the East coast are saw a similar increase 50% higher than the pre-covid

rates.
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Retailers holding higher inventories, imports increasing by 31% in April, dwell times increasing at ports

and railyards, and the soon arrival of peak season will only further choke the American distribution

networks already stretched thin on capacity. In some instances, distributors are choosing to, rather than

cycle containers though in a timely manner, incur high demurrage costs by parking a container and

chassis with their product on their property for extended times. This decision has negatively impacted

available containers by extending their return to port times by 50% further increasing costs not only with

demurrage, but for container rental as well. As it sits, current congestion and backlog metrics within

west coast ports and the rail storage yards that service them are like the metrics seen leading up to the

temporary suspension of rail traffic to/from west coast ports in 2021.

Again, like 2021, Chicago has become a bottleneck not only for domestic rail traffic, but also

international traffic. With 7 major rail lines converging on Chicago, rail operators manage an intricate

container Tetris due to a gross lack of available storage. On top of this increased operational pressure,

the likelihood of a rail worker strike is at the highest levels since1992. In an excerpt from the LA Port’s

Executive Director Gene Seroka, it’s revealed that rail congestion is building alongside ship congestion

with more than 29,000 containers sitting delayed on the docks of LA awaiting rail transportation; a

number three times higher than average. Tens of billions of dollars in goods are landlocked in

distribution centers and railyards or are stuck offshore due to the systemic congestion. Downstream,

this means longer delays and lost revenue for distributors, increased costs for consumers, and

continuing supply shortages in a Q4 that historically carries the highest consumer demand and import

of goods and services.
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Solutions and strategies 

Based on current market trends and analysis; capacity, labor, and supply constraints will continue into

Q1 2023. Market dynamics such as container rates, carrier consolidations, e-commerce growth and

stressed final mile distribution services are all poised to maintain their current operational momentums

and heading. The focus for American logistics and supply chain leaders needs to be on how to

efficiently utilize the resources on hand while being creative with how to leverage existing and “on-the-

horizon” technology solutions to mitigate their constraints. American distributors can start to gain

positive momentum for a long-term fix by buying into the following key points of strategic leverage:

• The formation of a collaborative ecosystem for shippers, distributors, and manufacturers by

leveraging existing relationships and technology as well as third-party analysis to optimize and

balance out the current imbalances within their individual supply chains.

• The further leveraging of technology solutions such as Chainalytics, Llamasoft, and other

ERP/TMS solutions that can be engineered by software developers to allow for total network

optimization and integration including rates, routes, carrier management, and processes for all

locations and volumes.

• The use of both strategic and tactical-level scenario-planning for businesses’ distribution models

to increase flexibility and reaction plans for various industry variations.

o Mode conversions toward the least constraint options

o Adoption of flexible shipment designs allowing for LTL and Pool distribution strategies.

• Closer operational integration with 3PL/Analytics providers allowing for business specific

solutions surrounding scale, customization, and insights:

o On-time delivery % trends and correlations

o Transportation cost analysis to reveal trends and efficiency-add opportunities.

o Load, Unload, and Transit times across the enterprises inbound and outbound network

enabling route optimization on a grand scale.

o Adoption of capacity solutions enabling the user to track and identify underutilized assets,

and the coinciding opportunities to run leaner and more cost-efficient.

Each category we touched on in this part and the next: Labor, Supply, and Congestion; limits an

aspect of the others access to workers, equipment, and materials. Just because you solve one does

not mean that it will not return down the line .
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“Transportation at its best facilitates the efficient flow of 

resources, the efficient movement of people, and the efficient 

utilization of time.”

– Hendrith Vanlon Smith Jr.
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